The liberation of energy at rest.-All living tissues liberate energy continuously, even when apparently completely at rest, presumably in maintaining the state of readiness to respond to a stimulus, which is a characteristic property of life. If, so to speak, the engine is to be ready to develop power immediately when called upon, it must be left "ticking over" even when no power is actually being taken from it. This resting energy liberation depends upon the temperature, increasing in rate two to three times for a rise of 100 0. It is about the same per gram in muscle and nerve, namely, at 200C. about 4 X 10'calorie per gram per minute, which
would correspond, were there no heat loss, to a rise of temperature of about 4 X 10-3 C. This value refers to muscle and nerve in oxygen. In the absence of oxygen the tissue gradually becomes asphyxiated; its heat production, however, is not reduced to nothing, but to about one half. The process involved in this case is probably chiefly the formation of lactic acid from glycogen, the anaerobic process which appears so frequently to occur when oxidation for some reason or another is prevented.
The effect of temperature on the resting metabolism, whether in oxygen or in its absence, may be expressed in another way, namely, that a 10% increase (or decrea3e) occurs per 10 C. rise (or fall) of temperature of the tissue.
Energy liberation during activity. Absolute values.-Although at rest so alike in respect of their rate of energy liberation, muscle and nerve differ enormously during activity. The maximal activity of muscle increases its metabolism, say 500 times; the maximal activity of nerve increases its metabolism by, say, 25%.
To make a nerve give out as much extra heat, as the result of stimulation, as is given out by a muscle in a single twitch, it is necessary to stimulate it for about five minutes at maximal rate. In a muscle a single twitch gives a rise of temperature of about 0.0030 C., and a 1 sec. tetanus of a frog's muscle at 200C. gives a rise of temperature of about 0.030C. These numbers refer to contraction and relaxation alone. Following these primary processes is a secondary one called recovery, lasting for ten minutes or more (according to the temperature, the amount of exercise and the oxygen supply), in which a further amount of heat is set free about equal to that in the " initial" processes of contraction and relaxation. In the absence of oxygen a muscle is fatigued in a few seconds of maximal effort, and it regains its full power of contraction only after a prolonged period of recovery.
In a nerve, on the other hand, a single impulse travelling along it causes an initial rise of temperature of only about two one hundred millionths of a degree C., i.e., 2 X 10-80C. In a recent experiment I found that half a second of maximal stimulation caused a rise of temperature of 1 4 X 10-6 'C. during the stimulus and a further rise of 4 * 5 X 10' OC. during the next 5 sec. In nerve the recovery heat FEB.-PHYS. MED. 1 is relatively enormously greater than in muscle. In muscle the recovery heat is about equal to the initial heat; in nerve it is apparently forty or more times as great. The recovery process goes on for 10 min. to an hour after stimulation, and it uses oxygen, either in the molecular form obtained by diffusion, or from some mysterious oxygen store, not yet properly understood, contained in the tissue itself.
Corresponding to its very small liberation of energy during activity a nerve in oxygen is not appreciably fatigued, even in a maximal tetanus lasting for half an hour or more. This refers to the case of medullated nerve; in non-medullated nerve there is evidence that the energy liberation is much greater and fatigue correspondingly sets in more rapidly.
I he several phases of energy liberation.-When a muscle contracts, energy is set free: (a) in setting up the contraction, that is in developing mechanical potential energy available to do work; (b) in maintaining the contraction, i.e., in keeping up the state of high potential energy; (c) in relaxation when the mechanical potential energy is dissipated; (d) in recovery.
The recovery process will be referred to again later. Full recovery necessarily involves the use of oxygen, but the discoveries of the last two years have made it clear that partial recovery can go on without any oxygen at all.
In nerve the energy is liberated, so far as we can say at present, only in two phases: (a) in the impulse proper, which we may describe as a " propagated electrochemical change " of some kind; (b) in recovery, during which the electrical potential differences discharged during (a) are restored.
The full recovery process again involves oxygen, but in the absence of oxygen apparently, recovery can still proceed for some time, as stated above, at the expense of some oxygen reserve. Presumably Nature does not wish to take any risk, and provision is made by which a nerve can function, apparently normally, for some time, even when no molecular oxygen can reach it. Finally, of course, it becomes asphyxiated and refuses to work, but if oxygen be admitted to it again it rapidly recovers and absorbs an excess of oxygen to make up for what was lacking during the previous time.
The maintenance of muscular contraction.-In ordinary voluntary muscle the maintenance of a prolonged contraction is very expensive, as everyone knows who attempts to hold a weight for some time at arm's length. The expense is reduced by any change which renders the contraction less rapid, e.g. (1) by a fall of temperature, (2) by previous activity, (3) in some muscles by carbon dioxide.
An obvious method of maintaining a contraction less expensively is to employ a slower muscle for the purpose, and many muscles contain fibres of different size, some presumably for rapid twitches, others for less expensive maintained contractions. Smooth muscles, being very slow, maintain a contraction with very little expense.
The way to picture the relation between speed of contraction and economy of maintenance is to think of every muscle as having a time scale of its own, of working, not in our units of time but in its own " local" time, which we may regard as measured by the time necessary for a single twitch. This " local" time scale is not constant for a given muscle; it depends upon its temperature, upon its chemical environment, and particularly upon the amount of its previous activity. A very striking adaptation in this respect has recently been studied. When a muscle is stimulated, long before fatigue sets in, it begins to show a progressive lengthening out of its contraction in successive twitches. Even the gastrocnemius of the frog, at any rate of some frogs under some conditions, may so rapidly alter its time scale that the tenth twitch of a series at 1 or 2 seconds intervals may take two or three times as long as the first. Half a minute of rest causes a reversal of this spreading out of the contraction, the initial speed being entirely or almost regained. This change of time scale as the result of activity is obvious enough, now one comes to explore it, even in the skeletal Section oJ Physical Medicine 513 muscle of vertebrates, but in other muscles, with which the general physiologist often deals, it is a most striking, almost a dramatic, phenomenon. The claw muscle of the crab, the retractor of the cesophagus of the snail, the adductor muscles of shellfish, all rapidly become slowed as the result of activity, with the very important consequence that they can maintain a contraction for long periods at comparatively small expense. This beautiful adjustment enables them on the one hand to be quick, or comparatively quick, for the initial stage of contraction, and then allows them to maintain a force for long periods without becoming exhausted. The mechanism of this effect is not understood, but it is being actively explored.
The source of energy in muscle.-Up to a very short time ago a muscle was supposed to derive its energy during contraction from the breakdown of glycogen to lactic acid, the process being reversed with the liberation of further energy by oxidation during "recovery." lJust five years ago Eggleton and Eggleton discovered a new compound in muscle, namely "phosphagen," i.e. creatine phosphoric acid, and in the last year particularlv, this substance has ousted lactic acid from its primary place in our theories of muscular contraction. It had long been known that creatine is present in comparatively large amounts in skeletal muscle, but no function had been allotted to it; and for many years phosphoric acid and its esters had been known to play some unknown role. It seems now that when a muscle contracts the energy required is liberated by the breakdown of creatine phosphoric acid into its constituents. As soon as the contraction is over, this breakdown tends to be reversed by one or other of two means: (i) By the energy liberated in the breakdown of glycogen to lactic acid, and (ii) by oxidation occurring slowly in recovery, which also reverses the glycogen lactic acid breakdown.
The main facts about lactic acid still remain much as they were and as they are found in the textbooks, but the time relations of its liberation are now known to be different. The lactic acid is liberated after-and not during-the contraction; the energy of its liberation does not supply the energy for contraction but that for the reversal of the other process which did supply the energy for the contraction. Such of the phosphagen breakdown as is not reversed by subsequent lactic acid formation is reversed during oxidative recovery, and its reversal has a prior claim on the energy liberated in that. The rest of the energy of combustion is used either to reverse the glycogen lactic acid breakdown or is wasted as heat.
Fatigue and rigor.-Fatigue and rigor were attributed until recently to the accumulation of lactic acid. It is now known, however, that muscles can be completely fatigued and may go into rigor without any lactic acid formation whatever: (a) if poisoned with a small amount of iodo-acetic acid (Lundsgaard) or (b) if depleted entirely of carbohydrate, e.g. by the administration of thyroid and insulin. Fatigue and slowing of contraction are probably in the normal muscle due in part to the disappearance of creatine phosphoric acid, and in part to the accumulation of lactic acid.
Fatigue in man.-Fatigue in man, as the result of violent exercise, is mainly a matter of inadequate oxygen supply to the active muscles. Muscles may exert themselves for a short time ten times as actively as their maximum oxygen supply would allow. The oxygen supplied through the circulation cannot keep pace with the demand, phosphagen breakdown and lactic acid production occur, and recovery becomes necessary. In recovery combustion takes place and the energy supplied allows, so to speak, the accumulators to be re-charged. The oxygen necessary for recovery after a bout of exercise is referred to as the "oxygen debt" incurred during the exercise. The oxygen debt may attain considerable amounts-in an athletic subject 15 litres or more-as much as would be required at rest for about an hour.
An oxygen debt of 8 litres may be incurred as the result even of running 100 yards at top speed.
Energy and oxygen.-One litre of oxygen used in the combustion of any of the ordinary foodstuffs gives about 5,000 small calories, about 2,100 kilogram metres, about 15,500 foot-pounds. The maximum intake of oxygen in man may, in athletic subjects, be as much as 4 * 4 litres per minute, which represents about 2 horse power of total energy. Used with 25% efficiency this would yield mechanical work at the rate of about half a horse-power. This represents the greatest output which can be maintained for any considerable time, and each member of the crew of an 8-oared boat has in fact to develop about balf a horse-power in propelling the boat. For very short intervals the-output of work may be very much greater, but this is achieved by the possibility of incurring an oxygen debt, of so to speak running the accumulators down and re-charging them afterwards.
The requirements of oxygen, and therefore of energy, for any task can be measured, provided we take account of the oxygen used not only during the exercise but in recovery from it. Standard methods are available to measure the oxygen requirements of man, and in this way a scientific study of muscular work, both in sport and industrial processes, is possible. Much important information has thus been obtained as to the factors involved in muscular effort of various types.
Energy losses during muscular work.-The chief loss of energy as the result of muscular work is, of course, that involved in the recovery process after exercise, during which the "accumulators " are being "re-charged." Apart from this, however, we must consider:
(a) The performance of mechanical work, actual foot-pounds stored in some external object.
(b) The overcoming of some external frictional resistance, e.g., air or road resistance.
(c) The maintenance of body posture necessary in performing the act required. In some forms of work this may be a very important factor and for efficiency should be reduced to the lowest possible dimensions.
(d) The overcoming of the internal "viscous" resistance of the muscles themselves, which in very rapid movements may be a comparatively large quantity.
(e) The alternate production and destruction of kinetic energy in the moving limbs: in such processes as rapid running much energy is lost in this way. The optimum speed.-In many forms of muscular exercise or industrial work an optimum speed exists, i.e., a speed at which a given amount of external work can be performed with a minimum expenditure of energy. The existence of this optimum speed depends upon two factors:
(a) The fact that the external work done by a given muscular effort (i.e., the contraction of a given number of muscle fibres stimulated at a given rate) dimiDishes as the speed increases. This is because at a higher speed more kinetic energy is wasted in the limbs and because more work has to be done in overcoming the viscous resistance of the muscles; and (b) On the other hand, if the contractions involved last longer, more energy is required in maintaining them during the interval necessary. These two factors work in opposite directions and the ratio of work to total energy reaches a maximum value at some particular speed of movement. It is important in the design of tools and of such machines as bicycles to realize that an optimum speed exists. Long experience has often shown the optimum size, shape or gearing to employ, but a realization of the scientific basis of this may be of value in designing new tools and proc.esses and so in rendering industrial effort more efficient.
This brief summary of the important place occupied by energy exchanges in the processes of muscle and nerve has made no reference to the instruments and methods Section of Physical Medicine involved in obtaining the results described. In lecturing, however, to this Section of Physical Medicine, it may not be out of place to conclude by a few references to two of the physical devices which have resulted from, or been used in, investigating the problems of muscle and nerve.
(A) In studying the resting heat production of muscle a curious phenomenon observed led finally to the discovery that the delicate thermopile employed for measuring the temperature difference between the muscle and its surroundings was acting as a highly sensitive recorder of vapour pressure. The realization of this allowed one to devise a delicate and accurate method of measuring osmotic pressure, either in living tissues or in small quantities of fluid. The total osmotic pressure of a solution is directly proportional to, and can be calculated from, the depression of vapour pressure which is read by one of these instruments.
The instrument itself is simple in principle. A symmetrical thermopile, with its two sets of junctions in the middle of opposite faces, is placed in a moist chamber in a thermostat. A piece of filter paper, dipped in the solution whose osmotic pressure is required, is placed on one face. Another piece of filter paper, dipped in any standard solution, preferably of about the same osmotic pressure, is placed on the other face. After fifteen to thirtv minutes, owing to the difference between the rates of evaporation at the two faces, a difference of temperature is set up between them which can be read with a galvanometer. This difference is proportional to the difference of vapour pressure, i.e., to the difference of osmotic pressure between the two solutions. Hence, that of the experimental solution can at once be determined knowing that of the standard.
This method has been applied to the case of blood and other body fluids. The blood is normally of the same osmotic pressure as the muscle, which in man is about that of 0*93% sodium chloride. In normal people at rest the osmotic pressure of the bloo& is extremely constant, though for some curious reason it is regularly slightly higher in men than in women. During severe muscular exercise many new molecules and ions are liberated owing to chemical breakdown in the active muscles, and the osmotic pressure of these increases by as much as 20 or 30%. This is rapidly reflected in the osmotic pressure of the blood, which may rise as much as 10% as the result even of one minute of exercise. It may well be that some of the phenomena associated with, and occurring after, severe exertion may be due to the rise of osmotic pressure in the blood, which must act temporarily in dehydrating other organs, e.g., the brain and nervous system.
(B) The measurement of heat in nerve has involved instruments of extreme delicacy, as will be realized from the fact that the heat produced by stimulating a nerve for a second corresponds to a rise of temperature of only a few millionths of a degree: which can as a matter of fact be read within a few per cent. The measurement of this heat has involved (a) the construction of the finest and most sensitive thermopile possible, and (b) the employment of a method of amplifying galvanometer movements. This amplification depends upon the use of a new type of photo-electric cell, which because of its interest and of its many possible forms of usefulness I will shortly describe. This cell consists of nothing but a copper disc coated with cuprous oxide and sputtered with gold electrically on the surface of the oxide. Contact is made to a galvanometer by leads from the gold film and the copper at the back. When light falls upon the film a current is developed proportional to the total light falling on the cell. No high-tension battery is required and the cell is sufficiently sensitive to give good readings when directly connected to a pointer galvanometer. It can be used to replace visual observation in a colorimeter or an opacimeter. It can be used as a photometer. In the present connection it can be used as an extremely delicate micrometer. Imagine, for example, that we place two such cells (actually a single cell split down the middle) in opposition, one above the other. Let us shine a strong beam of liglht on them and adjust -it so that approximately equal amounts of light fall on each of the pair. Then if the two cells are moved, even by the smallest amount, the balance is upset, more light now shines on one than on the other, a current is developed and the amount of movement can be read. It is possible in this way, with nothing more than a pair of cells and a sensitive galvanometer, to magnify movements 10,000 times, or in other words to read by 1 mm. on the galvanometer scale a displacement of 0 1 H'. This device may be of use to engineers and others concerned with measuring displacements, but it can also be employed to magnify the deflection of a galvanometer. Let us shine a beam of light on to the mirror of a galvanometer and allow it after reflection to fall on a pair of these cells differentially arranged. Adjust the cells so that no current is supplied by them to a second galvanometer. Now when the first galvanometer moves, the spot of light from it changes its position on the two cells, they are thrown out of balance, and produce a current which is recorded by the second galvanometer. In this way it is possible to multiply the movements of the first galvanometer 100 times, and to record them with very little lag by means of the second galvanometer. This device has been used in recent work on the measurement of nerve heat and has proved very satisfactorv. It allows one to go to the absolute limit of galvanometer sensitivity. This limit is set by the fact that it is no use to make the galvanometer so sensitive that it shows Brownian movements of its own. It sounds at first almost incredible, but it is nevertheless a fact, that the moving coil of a galvanometer can be treated as though it were a single large molecule. Give it one third the energy of a gas molecule (for one degree of freedom) and allow this energy to twist it against the torsion of its suspension. The sensitivity now available is so great that the amount of twist applied will cause a perceptible movement of the second galvanometer connected to it via the photo-electric cell. I am now using a galvanometer system the sensitivity of which is given by 1 mm. = 2 -5 X 10s1 amp. The Brownian oscillations are of the order of I 0-11 amp., i.e., of the order of 0 * 4 mm. It is -impossible by any means to avoid these molecular movements, and it is no good increasing the sensitivity, if by so doing we merely increase also the random disturbances due to unavoidable causes. Just therefore as the microscope employed with visible light is limited by the wave length of the light, so the galvanometer used for recording temperature changes (or any others) is limited by the molecular disturbances that occur in its moving system. These could be avoided by working at a much lower temperature, but even were it possible to imagine all one's apparatus placed in liquid air one could not expect a nerve or a muscle to function under such conditions. It would be no good to have one part of the circuit at a high temperature, another at a low; so long tberefore as we have to deal with physiological materials which cannot be frozen, there is an absolute limit to the sensitivitv of the galvanometer that can be employed to examine their properties.
